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Figure 1: left) The source image containing three areas of importance, the Pagoda, the waterfall, and the person standing in the bottom
right corner. center) The source image retargeted to fit a PDA display. right) The source image retargeted to fit a cell phone display.
In the retargeted images, the areas of importance (pagoda, waterfall and person) have moved closer together while retaining key feature
relationships.

Abstract

We present a non-photorealistic algorithm for automatically retar-
geting images for a variety of display devices, while preserving the
images’ important features and qualities. Image manipulation tech-
niques such as linear resizing and cropping work well for images
containing a single important object. However, problems such as
degradation of image quality and important information loss occur
when these techniques have been automatically applied to images
with multiple objects. Our algorithm addresses the case of multiple
important objects in an image. We first segment the image, and gen-
erate an importance map based on both saliency and face detection.
Regions are then resized and repositioned to fit within a specified
size based on the importance map.

CR Categories: I.3.4 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics
Utilities—Graphics editors; I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Appli-
cations; I.4.6 [I.4.6]: Image Processing and Computer Vision—
SegmentationRegion growing, partitioning;

1 Introduction

In this paper, we introduce a technique for automaticallyretargeting
images, that is, adapting them for display at different sizes and/or
aspect ratios. Our method accommodates images with multiple im-
portant regions by minimizing the unimportant space between re-
gions. The motivation for this work is the need for tools that allow
us to author imagery once, and then automaticallyretargetthat im-
agery for a variety of different display devices.
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Increasingly, our computing and communications infrastructure
is evolving to support images and video. Visual content is becoming
more important for sharing, expressing, and exchanging informa-
tion on devices such as, cell phones and hand-held PCs [Liu et al.
2003], PDAs with video capabilities, home-networked media ap-
pliances, and “heads up” informational displays in automobiles and
helmets. Image retargeting is also useful for WYSIWYG directory
icons for the efficient selection of images from directories and large
image databases [Woodruff et al. 2001].

Simply scaling images reduces the size of important features. If
there is a single important feature in the image, the image can be
cropped and scaled to fit. Images with multiple, important features
present a more challenging case for retargeting. In such cases, valu-
able image area in the target image may be wasted with unimportant
regions between important features. For example, in Figure 2 there
are important features on both sides of the image and cropping can-
not remove the unimportant area between them.

To assist in generating these increasingly important small im-
ages, we introduce a novel method forAutomatic Image Retarget-
ing. Our goal is to provideeffectivesmall images by preserving
the recognizability of important image features during downsizing.
Our retargeting methods handle the cases where there are multiple
important features in an image by considering different regions of
the image independently. Important features are extracted from the
image and re-arranged such that they best fit in the target image.
For example, in Figures 1 and 2, the important image elements are
brought closer together when the image is downsized; less of the
unimportant background is shown so that more space can be used
to show the important features.

2 Implementation

Our algorithm takes as input a source image and a specification for
the size of the output image. Figure 3 summarizes our algorithm.
We first apply the mean-shift algorithm to segment the source im-



(b) Crop. (c) Scale. (d) Our result.

(a) Original image.

(e) Crop. (f) Scale. (g) Our result.

Figure 2: A comparison between existing image resizing techniques and our automatic image retargeting method.Note that cropping may
eliminate important regions (such as the removal of the boy in blue in images (b) and (e)) and scaling often introduces distortion (the boys
become stretched in images (c) and (f)). Our method, shown in the images (d) and (g), tends to move important regions close together while
maintaining size and spatial relationships. Our algorithm is able to keep both boys in the image and maintain the relative positions of all
shadows.

age into regions. In Section 4 we discuss the techniques involved
in segmenting the image, and combining adjacent regions based on
their spatial distribution of color/intensity. In order to identify im-
portant regions, we generate an importance map of the source image
using saliency and face detection as described in Section 5. If the
specified size contains all the important regions, the source image
is simply cropped. Otherwise, the important regions are removed
from the image, and the resulting “holes” are filled using inpainting,
described in Section 6.

The updated background is then resized to fit the input speci-
fication. Regions of importance are then “pasted” back onto the
updated background based on their importance, and relative topol-
ogy within the scene. If all the important regions are not able to fit
within the new image, they are resized in inverse proportion to their
importance. The “pasting” process is covered in detail in Section 7.
Our results demonstrate that our non-photorealistic algorithm tends
to move noticeable regions closer together while retaining key fea-
ture relationships in the image.

3 Related Work

Image resizing can be performed manually using standard tools.
Commercial products [Adobe n. d.; Gimp n. d.] enable the manual
resizing of images using cropping and scaling operations. However,
this process is often tedious, especially with large data sets. Also,
performing retargeting operations other than simple cropping and
scaling requires a great deal of skill and effort.

A few researchers have explored automating image retargeting
through automatic cropping processes. For example, Suh et al.
[Suh et al. 2003] proposed two techniques for automatic cropping
based on using a visual attention model to detect interesting areas
in an image. Their first method is based on saliency maps [Itti et al.
1998], while the second is based on face detection [Schneiderman
and Kanade 2000]. In both cases the output is a thumbnail, created
by cropping and scaling the source image. Neither method can han-
dle cases where there are multiple important features in an image.

Münoz et al. [M̈unoz et al. 2001] proposed a spline-based algo-
rithm for the enlargement or reduction of digital images with arbi-
trary (non-integer) scaling factors. Their method is a least-squares
approximation of oblique and orthogonal projections for splines.

There has been some work on image resizing that explicitly con-
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Figure 3: Flowchart of our algorithm.

siders mobile devices. Chen et al. [Chen et al. 2002] developed a
system where the most important region is delivered to the client
when the screen size is small. However, their method does not ex-
tend to images with multiple important regions. Liu et al. [Liu
et al. 2003] have also worked on image adaptation in which the
user scrolls between ‘pages’ of an image to view different impor-
tant regions. The small display size of mobile devices, especially
cell phones, makes this method cumbersome. In addition, a user
also cannot view all the important regions in a single screen.

The goal of image retargeting is the ability to capture the
“essence” of an image within a smaller form. Jojic et al. [Jojic
et al. 2003] proposed a model of image representation, called an
‘epitome’, that attempts to encode this. The epitome of an image
is its miniature, condensed version containing most constitutive el-
ements needed to reconstruct the original image. The main idea
is to uniquely map every patch in the epitome to a corresponding
patch in the original image. This works well when the original im-



(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 4: Image segmentation.a) The original image. b) Applying mean-shift with parametershs = 7, hr = 6, andM = 50. c) Applying
mean-shift with parametershs = 32, hr = 30, andM = 150. d) Performing region simplification on (b). e) The original image. f) Applying
mean-shift with parametershs = 7, hr = 6, and M = 50. g) Applying mean-shift with parametershs = 22, hr = 22, and M = 200. h)
Performing region simplification on (f).

age has a lot of small, repetitive textures. This technique would not
be suitable for obtaining a more comprehensible image where the
neighborhoods between important regions are maintained.

Our approach lies in constructing a topologically constrained
epitome of an image based on a visual attention model that is both
comprehensible and size varying, making the method suitable for
display-critical applications.

In order to retarget images with multiple important features we
need to re-arrange images. Such re-arrangement has been consid-
ered by Balmetti et al. [Balmelli et al. 2002] for generating effec-
tive texture maps. Image regions with more frequency content are
given more space in the optimized texture map. Unlike the retarget-
ing problem, texture map optimization has a clear utility metric and
can create distortions as they will be reversed during the mapping
process.

4 Image Segmentation

In order to identify important regions, we require an image segmen-
tation technique. We chose mean-shift image segmentation [Meer
and Georgescu 2001] to decompose the given image into homo-
geneous regions. The advantages of this approach include flexible
modeling of the image and noise processes and consequent robust-
ness in segmentation. This technique is a non-linear method for
segmentation based on non-parametric density estimation. Here,
image data is modeled as clusters of pixels in the combined range-
domain space, using kernel based techniques to represent the under-
lying, multi-modal Probability Density Function (PDF) [Singh and
Ahuja 2002]. The pixel clusters or image segments are identified
with unique modes of the multi-modal PDF by mapping each pixel
to a significant mode using a convergent, iterative process. Letf (x)
be the (unknown) PDF underlying ap-dimensional feature space,
andxi the available data points in this space. The mean-shift prop-
erty is the estimate of the density gradient at locationx, proportional
to the offset of the mean vector computed in a window, from the
center of the window.

It can be formulated as [Christoudias et al. 2002]:

∇̂ f (x)∼ (avexi∈Sh,x[xi ]−x) (1)

whereSh,x is thep-dimensional hyper-sphere with radiush centered
onx. Modes are local maxima of the density, i.e.,∇ f (x) = 0.

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Choose a radius for the search windowSh,x.

2. Choose the initial location of the window.

3. Compute the mean of the data point over the window and
translate the center of the window to the point.

4. Repeat until translation distance is less than a threshold.

The segmentation is dependent on three parameters, namely spa-
tial radiushs, color radiushr , and the minimum number of pixelsM
that constitute a region for mean shift analysis. If the image devi-
ates from the assumed piecewise constant model, larger values have
to be used forhr andM to discard the effect of local variations in
the feature space [Comaniciu and Meer 2002]. For example Figure
4b is over-segmented, whereas increasinghr andM to larger values
causes part of the boy’s head on the right to merge with the sur-
rounding grass in Figure 4c. Similarly, in Figure 4g, increasing the
parametershr andM causes most of the whale to merge with the
ocean.

As with other segmentation techniques, it is often difficult to de-
termine the optimal values for each image for the desired result.
Instead, we use lower values ofhr and M to obtain highly seg-
mented images containing core clusters. We then merge regions
in two steps:

1. If there exist regions completely contained within larger re-
gions, the smaller regions are merged with the outer ones. For
example in Figure 4b, the segment fragments present inside
the ball are merged together to be Figure 4d.

2. Similar adjacent regions are merged based on their spatial dis-
tribution of color/intensity. In order to perform color analysis
of the image, the image must be present in perceptually uni-
form space. We use a two step process to convert to CIE to ac-
count for the dependence of color appearance on spatial struc-
ture [Fleet and Heeger 1997]. We first convert the input RGB
image to the Lαβ opponent color space [Mirmehdi and Petrou
2000] that consists of three color planes,O1,O2,O3, repre-
senting luminance, red-green, and the blue-yellow planes sep-
arately. Then each of the planes is smoothed directly by ap-
plying Gaussian kernels. These kernels are the sums of Gaus-
sian functions with different values of standard deviationσ ,
computed according to:

1
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σ2
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We use the values of (wi , a weighting term, and the standard
deviationσi) from the work by Mirmehdi and Petrou [Mirme-
hdi and Petrou 2000]. The authors performed psychovisual
measurements on human subjects to obtain these values.ni
is used to normalize the sum of the matrix elements of each
Gaussian kernel, andmnormalizes the sum of the elements of
the final matrix to1.

Once the kernels are applied to the image, we carry out color
measurement [DeCarlo and Santella 2002] in CIE-Luv, a per-
ceptually uniform space. The pixels representing each seg-
mented region are used to form 3D color histograms that
contain a range of values for each of the color components
[Pietikainen et al. 2001]. We then compute a color dissimilar-
ity measure called histogram intersection [Swain and Ballard
1991] to determine color similarity between regions. In Fig-
ure 4h, similar colored water segments are merged. We prune
the number of possibilities by calculating similarity only with
adjacent regions.

A dual graph is then created to store the global information of
the image, where a node of the graph corresponds to a region. An
edge of the graph indicates that the two regions are adjacent. The
histogram information is also stored for each node, and is used later
in the retargeting process.

5 Importance Map

The importance map, which is the attention model for the image, is
built up by combining a series of importance measures. This allows
our system to be adapted to differing image creation goals, and to
be easily extensible. For example, a semi-automatic retargeting ap-
plication could be constructed by extending the importance map to
include a user input importance map. Such a map could be created
by users clicking on image regions that are important to them.

We use a visual attention model defined by Chen et al. [Chen
et al. 2003] to populate the importance map. The visual attention
model for an image is defined as a set of importance objects.

IOi = (ROIi , IVi ,MPSi),1≤ i ≤ N (3)

where,IOi is theith importance object within the range,ROIi is the
Region-Of-Importance ofIOi , IVi is the importance value of the
IOi , MPSi is theminimal perceptible sizeof IOi , andN is the total
number of importance objects in the image.

Each entry in the importance map corresponds to animportance
object (IO). Generally, most perceptible information of an im-
age lies in these ‘areas of importance’. EachIO is assigned three
attributes, namelyRegion-Of-Importance, importance value(IV ),
and minimal perceptible size(MPS). The ROI could correspond
to a particular object or to a spatial region in the image. The im-
portance rectangles from the importance map are mapped onto the
segmented image as shown in Figure5c. TheROI is calculated by
finding all the regions that either contain or are a part of these im-
portance rectangles (outlined in blue in Figure 5d), and their simi-
larly colored adjacent regions (outlined in cyan in Figure 5d. These
adjacent regions are determined using the histogram information
from the dual graph calculated during segmentation. TheIV is a
quantified value of the importance of an attention object and is also
an indicator of the weight of a particular attention object’s contri-
bution to the overall information conveyed by the image. During
the image retargeting process, there may be a need to resize an at-
tention object to accommodate it within the specified size.MPSis
a value assigned to anIO which indicates the minimum resolution
allowed during retargeting. If the specified size is smaller than any
of the MPSvalues in the importance map, the image is retargeted
to the next higher acceptable size. This helps prevent degradation

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5: Importance map generation.a) The original image.
b) Corresponding importance map. c) Mapping importance map
(shown in red) to segmented image. d) Determining Regions-Of-
Importance (ROI). The regions containing importance map values
are outlined in blue, and the adjacent regions with similar color
histogram values are outlined in cyan. The blue and cyan outlined
regions together form theROI. e) Masked areas shown in blue. f)
After inpainting.

of image quality, and maintains the informativeness of the image.
We predefine theMPS to be 25×30 pixels, which is the smallest
resolution to show the face region without severely degrading its
perceptibility [Ramos and Hemami 1996].

5.1 Image Attention Model

We use the saliency-based image attention model [Itti et al. 1998] to
generate the first contribution to our importance map. The saliency
model is used to extract attended locations in complex scenes based
on a biologically plausible architecture. The technique uses Gaus-
sian pyramids to compute several ‘feature maps’ for three low level
features: colorC, intensity I , and orientationO, which represent
the visual scene. Such feature extraction is achieved through linear
filtering for the given feature type, followed by a center-surround
operation which extracts local spatial discontinuities for each fea-
ture type. Spatial discontinuity locations are then combined into a
unique ‘saliency map’ represented as:

S=
1
3
(N(I)+N(C)+N(O)) (4)

whereN denotes normalization.
The two-dimensional topographical saliency map is used to de-

termine the importance values within the original image. We bina-
rize the saliency map to find theROIs. The IV can be calculated
as:

IVsaliency= ∑
(i, j∈R)

Bi, j ·Wi, j
saliency (5)
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Figure 6: Positional weight for face detection.

Bi, j denotes the gray-scale value of pixel(i, j) in the saliency
map. Since people pay more attention to the region near the center
of an image, a normalized Gaussian template centered at the im-
age is used to assign the positional weightWi, j

saliency [Chen et al.
2002].

5.2 Face Attention Model

Images of people are popular as well as important in many ap-
plication areas. However, saliency map generation relies only on
low-level features, and it might not be able to recognize faces cor-
rectly. The face is a highly important characteristic of human be-
ings, and dominant faces in images certainly attract viewers’ atten-
tion. Therefore, we use a face attention model proposed by [Ma
et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2003], in addition to the image attention
model. By applying face detection [Schneiderman and Kanade n.
d.; Niblack et al. 1993], we obtain information about faces in the
image such as position, region, and pose. The size and position of
a face usually reflects its importance. Hence, the importance value
in this model is calculated:

IV f ace=
√

Areaf ace·Wi
pos (6)

whereAreaf ace denotes the size of the detected face region, and
Wi

pos is the weight of its position as defined in Figure 6 andi ∈ [0,8]
is the index of the position [Ma et al. 2002].

The visual attention and face detection models are integrated to-
gether to get importance information. Currently, we adopt a linear
combination to implement fusion scheme due to its effectiveness
and simplicity. With such a scheme, each attention model should
be normalized to [0, 1]. The IV of each IO is normalized to [0, 1]
and the final IV is computed according to the equation. We normal-
ize importance values from both attention models and compute the
importance valueIV for each importance objectIO as:

IVi = wk · IV k
i (7)

wherewk is the weight of the modelk, andIV k
i is the normalized

importance value of theIOi detected in modelk. Since the im-
portant regions largely depend on the saliency map, sometimes our
system does not identify an object that might be considered impor-
tant by the viewer. In Figure 5c, the white castle in the background
is not recognized to be important. By allowing the user to mouse-
click on important regions, we can expect better results. Moreover,
the importance map construction is flexible, and can accommodate
other attention models as desired.

6 Inpainting

First we remove the objects of importance from the source image.
Regions-Of-Importance(ROI) in the Importance Map may encom-
pass several of the segmented regions in the source image. Each
segmented region(R) is represented as a node in the dual graph,
which was constructed during the segmentation stage. We obtain

Table 1: Parameters used in Equation 9.
ωk : The set of offsets considered when calculating

the similarity of two texture patches.
ωo : The set of locations containing pixels in the out-

put image.
O(s) : The pixel in the output image at locations.
L(s) : The location of the pixel in the input image that

is in the output image at locations.
K(u) : Weighting given to a particular offsetu.
A(s), B(s) : Two uniformly random functions.

nodes encompassing theROI by traversing the dual graph and se-
lecting adjacent nodes, if such nodes exist. This traversal is re-
stricted to nodes within a pre-specified distance from eachROI.

Once the ‘objects of importance’ are detected, we remove the
corresponding regions from the source image and an inpainting
technique is used to fill in the resulting gaps. Inpainting allows
us to perform image manipulations on the background and impor-
tant regions without introducing visual artifacts. We reconstruct the
missing information, filling texture using the inpainting algorithm
of Harrison [Harrison 2001]. He describes a method to reconstruct
an image with the same texture as the given input image by suc-
cessively adding pixels from the input image in a particular order.
The procedure is capable of reproducing large features even with
the interaction of neighboring pixels, and transfers large complex
features of the input to the output image. It avoids decomposing
the input image into a feature set, and could reproduce a variety
of textures, making it suitable for our purpose. We note that this
method could easily be replaced by other techniques [Pérez et al.
2003; Drori et al. 2003].

The image inpainting method involves two stages. First, pixel
interrelationships are analyzed. This evaluates the extent to which
each pixel constrains values taken by neighborhood pixels. To com-
pare individual pixels, the sum of the absolute values of the differ-
ences in each color component is used:

d((r1,g1,b1),(r2,g2,b2)) = |r2− r1|+ |g2−g1|+ |b2−b1| (8)

In order to measure how closely patches from the input image
match a patch in the output image, a weighted Manhattan (city
block) distance function is used:

D(s, t) = ε | A(s)−B(s) |+ ∑
u∈ΩK , t+u∈ΩO

K(u)d(I(s+u),O(t +s)) (9)

The parameters used in Equation 9 are shown in Table 1.
The second stage involves adding pixels to the initial blank out-

put image until it is filled. The order in which pixels are added
determines the quality of the texture synthesis. Priorities are as-
signed to each location in the output image, with highest priority
given to locations highly constrained by their neighboring pixels.
Then the following algorithm is used:

While there are still empty locations in the output,

1. Find the empty location with highest priority

2. Choose a pixel from the input image to place in that location

3. Update neighbors based on new pixel value.

Once we generate the new background, we scale it down to the
target size using linear resizing methods. Figure 7 shows the masks
in the image, and the results after inpainting is applied. Removal of
large regions from the image sometimes leads to some artifacts as
shown in Figure 5f. Since the removed objects’ centroid positions
are maintained while pasting back onto the updated background,
most of these artifacts are minimized in the final image.



(a) Original image. (b) Mask areas shown in blue. (c)After inpainting.

Figure 7: Inpainting.Demonstrating masking, removal of important objects, and inpainting.

7 Pasting

After removing the important objects and filling in the ’holes’ us-
ing inpainting, we composite the importance objects (IO) onto the
resized background. As the background is resized to the specified
size, the centroids of the important regions also shift. We apply a
set of placement rules to each object prior to pasting them on the
updated background (target areaT).

1. If all importance objects (IO) fit inside the specified target
size, then automatic cropping is performed.

2. else, shrinkROI in inverse proportion to their importance until
they fit inside the specified image size.

These rules are illustrated in Figure 8. A bounding box is created
for each object in the importance map. When the bounding boxes
are within the specified size, automatic cropping is performed to
remove the area outside the bounding boxes as shown in Figure 8a.
If the IO do not fit, offsets are calculated for each bounding box.

In order to keep the retargeted image consistent with the original,
it is important to ensure that the object is pasted on approximately
the same textural color. The dual graphG computed during the
mean shift segmentation discussed in Section 4, contains the region
information for the objects regarding adjacency, and histograms.
We use this information to check the colors of the surrounding ar-
eas. While pasting the object onto a sub-region of the target area
T, we compute color similarity between that sub-region and the re-
gions adjacent to the object. We use the same color dissimilarity
measure [Swain and Ballard 1991] that we used during segmen-
tation. If these values match up, they are pasted about their new
centroid positions as in Figure 8b. Otherwise, theROI of the object
is scaled down until it satisfies this condition. The scaling factors
are calculated such that the aspect ratio of theROI is preserved. If
two bounding boxes intersect, theROIs will overlap when they are
pasted, as shown in Figure 8c. Then the least important of the ob-
jects in contention is scaled. For scaling to occur, we check if the
resizedROI satisfies the minimal permissible spatial area (MPS) of
theIO.

8 Results and Discussion

The results indicate that retargeting tends to preserve the recogniz-
ability of important objects, when compared to traditional resizing
techniques. Our method has worked reasonably well in many cases,
especially when important objects are far apart from each other.
Though we might be deforming the original image, we are able to
better allocate the source images’ important features in the target
images. In Figure 9, a crop of the images allows only one object
to be included (whale, a single person, castle). Scaling on the other
hand leads to distortion of the images. By using our method, we

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8: Rules of placement and pasting.Each pair of images
illustrates the relative bounding boxes and the resulting image. The
blue bounding box is the ideal automatic crop, the yellow bounding
boxes contains the importance objects and the green bounding box
is the retargeting size. Objects are first moved as close as possible.
If the bounding boxes (shown in yellow) intersect, then the objects
are shrunk until they fit the retargeting size.

tend to retain important objects, yet minimizing their overall distor-
tion.

Since our method is completely automatic, it may not be optimal
if an important feature is on a similarly textured background, such
as a single face in a crowd of people. Emotional connectedness be-
tween objects is another aspect that our system cannot address at
this point. We believe that by making the system semi-automatic,
the user can designate emotionally important objects in an image.
Our algorithm is non-photorealistic and may not maintain semantic
relationships among the objects in the retargeted image. For exam-
ple, our system does no establish semantic correlation between ob-
jects and their shadows. In Figure 2, the shape of the ball’s shadow
in the retargeted image is not consistent with the shape of the ball.
This is because our system identifies the ball and not its shadow to
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Figure 9: A comparison between existing image resizing techniques and our automatic image retargeting method.Note that cropping may
eliminate important regions and scaling often introduces distortion. Our method tends to move important regions close together while
maintaining the size, aspect ratio, and spatial relationships of important regions of the image. In all of these examples, the images are
retargeted to a cell phone size display. The original images for each column set are Figure 6a, Figure 4e, and Figure 5a respectively.

be important, leading to the resizing of the shadow along with the
background.

9 Conclusion

Images are a powerful mode of communication. Because of
this, our computing infrastructure is constantly evolving to deliver
higher quality imagery. Ubiquitous high-speed networking pro-
vides imagery to home theater screens, cellular phone displays, net-
worked PDAs, and even displays embedded in refrigerators, eleva-
tors and airplane seats.

Our vision is that increasingly ubiquitous displays can provide
people with information when and where they need it, provide more
effective channels of inter-personal communication, deliver educa-
tional media, and provide entertainment. Achieving this vision re-
quires providing imagery for a variety of display devices.

This work in automatic image retargeting is a first step in that
direction. We have demonstrated an algorithm that allows a user to
author imagery once, and then automaticallyretargetthat imagery
for an assortment of display devices. Our results demonstrate that
our method tends to minimize the loss of detail and distortion. In

addition, the algorithm moves significant regions closer together
while retaining key feature relationships in the image. One can
imagine a variety of retargeting applications such as: entertainment
images for cellular phones, training images for PDAs, and status
information for “heads up” displays.
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